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Abstract
Neutrino masses and mixings can be generated in many different ways, with some of these
scenarios featuring new physics at energy scales relevant for Large Hadron Collider searches. A
systematic approach to constructing a large class of models for Majorana neutrinos may be founded
upon a list of gauge-invariant effective operators – formed from quarks, leptons and the Higgs
doublet – that violate lepton-number conservation by two units. By opening up these operators in
all possible ways consistent with some minimality assumptions, a complete catalogue of a class of
minimal radiative neutrino mass models may be produced. In this paper we present an analysis of
Feynman diagram topologies relevant for the ultra-violet completions of these effective operators
and collect these into a simple recipe that can be used to generate radiative neutrino mass models.
Since high mass-dimension effective operators are suppressed by powers of the scale of new physics,
many of the resulting models can be meaningfully tested at the Large Hadron Collider.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Empirical evidence for new physics is provided by the discovery of neutrino oscillations,
the dark matter problem, and the mystery of the cosmological matter-antimatter asymmetry.
This paper will be concerned with the first of these. The neutrino oscillation data are nicely
consistent with the standard idea that neutrinos are massive and non-degenerate, and that
there is a unitary mixing matrix relating the neutrino flavour and mass eigenstates. The
discovery of neutrino oscillations is thus also the discovery of non-degenerate neutrino masses
and nonzero mixings. (For the sake of brevity, in the rest of this paper the term “neutrino
masses” will be taken to include non-zero mixing angles when the context is appropriate.)
Neutrino masses imply new physics, because any mechanism for generating the masses
requires degrees of freedom beyond those in the minimal standard model (SM). Although
unattractive, it is technically possible that neutrinos are Dirac particles and gain mass in
exactly the same way as the other fermions. But then at least two right-handed neutrino
flavours must be added to the minimal SM. The minimal ways of generating Majorana
neutrinos are the type I and II see-saw mechanisms; the former requires at least two right-
handed neutrino flavours, and the latter a Higgs triplet.
The new physics may, unfortunately, be essentially impossible to identify. For example,
the minimal and elegant type I see-saw scenario sees the new degrees of freedom as being
extremely massive fermions that are singlets under the SM gauge group [1]. The direct
discovery of such particles seems unlikely in practice.1
But there are other, more robustly testable schemes, even though a sacrifice in elegance
and minimality must usually be accepted. The type II [3] and III [4] see-saw mechanisms
at least have the new particles charged under SM electroweak forces, so provided the new
physics mass scale is not above a TeV direct discovery at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is
possible. But a TeV scale for this new physics is not favoured, because the see-saw argument
naturally leads to a much higher scale being preferred.
Radiative neutrino mass models, where the smallness of neutrino masses is connected
1 Discovery would require the existence of a suitable new gauge force, such as right-handed weak interactions,
at the TeV scale in addition to the heavy neutral fermion masses being at that same scale. The so-called
νSM, which uses the type I see-saw Lagrangian in a different parameter regime, can be tested by looking
for keV-scale sterile neutrinos in hadron decays [2].
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with their origin being at loop level, are intrinsically more testable than tree-level schemes
such as the three see-saw models. This class of models will be our focus in this paper.
These models are more testable for a few reasons. First, the suppression due to the mass
scale M of the new physics is stronger than the 1/M of the standard see-saw. Second,
there is an automatic 1/16π2 suppression per loop. Third, the neutrino self-energy graph
will contain the product of a few dimensionless coupling constants, and if each of them is
below unity then further suppression results. Some of these will be the known electroweak
Yukawa coupling constants, which are all much less than one except for the top quark case.
Furthermore some Yukawa coupling constants involving exotic scalars and/or fermions may
need to be small to satisfy flavour-changing process bounds.
A subset of phenomenologically acceptable radiative neutrino mass models may even be
falsifiable at the LHC. We know that at least one neutrino mass eigenvalue must be no
smaller than about 0.05 eV, otherwise the atmospheric and long baseline νµ disappearance
effects cannot be understood [5]. If the suppression due to powers of 1/M is sufficiently
strong, then to meet the 0.05 eV lower bound the new physics may be required to be no
higher in scale than a TeV. Some models are actually already ruled out, such as 4- or higher-
loop models of neutrino mass, as the new physics should already have been discovered.
It scarcely needs saying that falsifiable models of neutrino mass are worth having. You
are either going to get lucky, or you will rule out logical possibilities. By ruling out logical
possibilities, you increase the likelihood that any of the remaining models is correct. In the
end, it may well be that a high-scale type I see-saw mechanism operates in nature, and while
we may never be able to prove it, we can gain circumstantial evidence for it by ruling out
alternatives. Those radiative neutrino mass models that are not falsifiable at the LHC will
nevertheless be meaningfully constrained.
Many different radiative neutrino mass models seem to be a priori possible, only a few
of which have been thoroughly analysed in the literature. The search through this “theory
space” calls for a systematic approach. The way forward is revealed by reviewing the origin
of the three famous tree-level see-saw models. Their basis is the unique (up to family
combinations) gauge-invariant mass-dimension five operator that can be constructed out of
standard model fields: the Weinberg operator,
O1 = LLHH, (1.1)
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where L is the lepton doublet and H is the Higgs doublet [6]. The LL notation is short for
(LL)cLL where LL = (νL, eL)
T , and appropriate SU(2) index contractions are understood.
This effective operator breaks lepton-number conservation by two units, and becomes a
Majorana neutrino mass mν of order v
2/M when the Higgs field is replaced with its vacuum
expectation value (VEV), 〈H〉 = v. The inverse relationship between mν and the scale of
new physics M is the essence of the see-saw effect. This non-renormalisable operator can
be “opened up” – derived from an underlying ultraviolet (UV) complete or renormalisable
theory – in three different ways at tree-level.2 These three ways correspond exactly with
the type I, II and III see-saw models. By starting with this effective operator and UV
completing it, at tree-level, in all possible minimal ways, one arrives at the three logically
possible see-saw models. This process can be replicated for higher mass-dimension ∆L = 2
gauge-invariant effective operators.
One class of such operators is simply given by O1(HH)
n, where n = 1, 2, 3, . . ..
These higher-order versions of the Weinberg operator provide a neutrino mass of order
v2(1+n)/M1+2n. They are of interest because the enhanced suppression requires M to gener-
ically be a lower scale than for O1 models, so the underlying UV complete theories are more
testable than the standard see-saw models. Since HH is a singlet under any internal sym-
metry, any model that yields an n ≥ 1 operator as the dominant one must be constructed
to be somehow unable to generate O1, even though the latter would be allowed by all the
internal symmetries of that model. One approach is to break minimality by having multiple
Higgs doublets Hi, such that H iHj is not an internal symmetry singlet when i 6= j. Another
is to invoke supersymmetry. For a systematic treatment of this approach up to the order of
1-loop models see [7–9].
But we are concerned here with operators that have a structure completely different from
O1, but maintain the ∆L = 2 feature.
3 By identifying all such independent operators, and
opening each of them up in all possible ways (subject to minimality requirements), one
systematically constructs radiative neutrino mass models. The mass generation mechanism
is necessarily radiative, because, unlike the O1(H
†H)n class, all terms in these operators
contain some fields that are neither neutrinos nor neutral Higgs bosons. The associated
2 There are three minimal ways. Interesting non-minimal UV completions also exist.
3 This means we concern ourselves only with Majorana neutrinos, with neutrinoless double β-decay then
being an important experimental probe. For an analysis of the effective operators behind 0νββ, see [10].
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quanta must therefore be turned into virtual particles in loops in the neutrino self-energy
diagram. This effective operator approach is the logical extension of the Weinberg operator
perspective on the see-saw mechanism. One is simply considering models based on more
complicated, and higher mass dimension, gauge-invariant ∆L = 2 effective operators.
The list of SM gauge-invariant, baryon-number conserving, ∆L = 2 operators formed
out of quarks, leptons and the Higgs doublet has fortunately already been written down
by Babu and Leung (BL) [11]. We review this work in the next section, and the operator
list is duplicated in the Appendix. In Sec. III we investigate how to turn the effective
operators into neutrino self-energy graphs by forming loops. The next two sections, IV and
V, then provide a topological analysis of the Feynman diagrams that serve to open-up the
effective operators. Section IV deals with operators containing four fermion fields, while the
subsequent section deals with the six-fermion cases. We restrict the exotic particles in the
UV completions to scalars, vector-like Dirac fermions, and Majorana fermions. In Sec. VI
we collect our results into a recipe of sorts, that can be used as a reference guide for those
wishing to construct models from the list of effective operators. The final section contains
additional discussion and concluding remarks.
II. THE EFFECTIVE ∆L = 2 OPERATORS
The effective operators tabulated by BL, and reproduced in the Appendix of this paper,
are constructed assuming the SM gauge group, the standard quark and lepton multiplet
assignments absent the right-handed neutrino, and a single Higgs doublet. Three additional
dimension-9 and twelve dimension-11 operators are obtained from combining SM dimension-
4 Yukawa terms with O1 and the dimension-7 operators from this list, respectively. Their
existence was noted by BL, and explicitly written down in a later paper by de Gouveˆa and
Jenkins (GJ) [12]. They are also listed in the Appendix.
We adopt the BL/GJ numbering scheme. Every number corresponds to a given field
content (where summing over families is understood), but many of these cases have more
than one independent SU(2) index structure. For example, O3 has two possible structures,
and when we need to distinguish them we use letters from the start of the Roman alphabet,
so we speak for example of O3a and O3b, where the order is as given in the Appendix. The
operators listed explicitly in the Appendix contain only scalar and pseudoscalar Lorentz
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contractions. As explained by BL, operators featuring vector, axial-vector and tensor Lorentz
contractions are implicitly included in the list as well. However, these cases are not relevant
for us since we are not considering exotic spin-1 or spin-2 particles in the UV completions.
The operators in the BL list do not include SM gauge fields, which could be introduced
through covariant derivatives and field-strength tensors. Babu and Leung comment that
such operators may be less interesting for neutrino mass model purposes because they may
be less easily produced at tree-level from an underlying UV complete theory. Note, though,
that a recent paper discusses a 3-loop radiative neutrino mass model that reduces to an
effective operator that contains W -boson fields in addition to right-handed charged-leptons
and Higgs doublets [13]. However, the UV completion in this case is at loop-level, not tree-
level, so does not provide a counter-example to the claim by BL. A priori, UV completions
involving loops are just as valid as those at tree-level, so it may be worth revisiting effective
operators containing SM gauge fields in future work. In any case, the reader should note
that our analysis does not include models based on this class of operator.
The BL list has operators of mass dimensions 7, 9 and 11. Dimension 13 and higher cases
are (fortunately) not relevant for neutrino mass models, because they are too suppressed to
be able to produce a neutrino mass as large as 0.05 eV [11]. The list is long but finite. The
four dimension-7 operators are
O2−4 and O8, (2.1)
and they all contain four fermi and one Higgs field. There are six dimension-9 operators
that contain four fermi and three Higgs fields:
O5−7, O61, O66 and O71. (2.2)
The remaining twelve dimension-9 operators are purely six-fermi in character:
O9−20. (2.3)
All fifty-two dimension-11 operators,
O21−60, O62−65, O67−70 and O72−75, (2.4)
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contain six fermi and two Higgs fields.
All of the dimension-7 and some of the dimension-9 operators have been used in the
literature as bases for neutrino mass models. Only four such models have been analysed
in depth so far; several others have been written down, but not fully investigated. The
historically first radiative neutrino mass model, a 1-loop scenario proposed by Zee [14], is
based on the purely leptonic O2 operator. The minimal Zee model is ruled out. The operator
O9 is generated in the Babu-Zee 2-loop model [15, 16]; this theory remains viable, though
the acceptable parameter space was reduced recently from negative searches by the ATLAS
and CMS collaborations [17, 18]. More recently, Babu and Julio have published detailed
papers on 2-loop models associated with the dimension-7 operators O3 and O8 [19, 20]. The
following operators have received brief attention: O3 (a 1-loop variant), O4−5, O10−12, O19
[11] and O71 [12]. To the best of our knowledge, no dimension-11 operators have yet been
used as the foundations of any models.
Let us review how the Babu-Zee model can be obtained through the opening of O9 =
LLLecLec. Figure 1 summarises the procedure in diagrams – note that in this diagram and
throughout the remainder of this paper we denote the fields originating from the effective
operator with bold lines. We first note that there are two Lec pairs of external lines in
O9. Each of them can be turned into a fermion loop through a Yukawa coupling to the
Higgs doublet. When the external Higgs lines are replaced with their VEVs, the result is
a 2-loop Majorana-like self-energy graph for the neutrino. If we want a 2-loop contribution
to the neutrino mass, we must therefore open-up O9 at tree-level. The way chosen in the
Babu-Zee model involves the introduction of two exotic scalars, h and k. They are both
colourless and isosinglets, with h being singly-charged and Yukawa coupling to an isosinglet
LL combination, and k being doubly-charged. It Yukawa couples to ecec and through a cubic
scalar interaction also to hh. The finite neutrino self-energy graph in the UV complete theory
is shown in the rightmost graph of Fig. 1.
Note that though the directions of the fermion lines in this figure appear somewhat
unusual, these designations are consistent with the compact notation used to write down the
operators (reviewed in the Appendix). In this notation, following BL, the arrows represent
the flow of left-handed chirality. We adopt this convention throughout this paper as it
makes it straightforward to check whether a diagram is allowed by chirality, as we discuss
in Sec. IV.
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FIG. 1: The leftmost graph depicts the effective operator O9 = LLLe
cLec. The middle graph
shows how this operator can be opened up using two exotic scalars: an isosinglet, singly-charged
scalar h coupling to LL, and an isosinglet doubly-charged scalar k coupling to both ecec and hh. By
forming two Lec pairs into loops via a Yukawa coupling to the Higgs VEV, the opened-up operator
induces a Majorana self-energy graph for the neutrino, as shown in the rightmost plot. The result
is a 2-loop contribution to the neutrino mass, with the effective operator opened-up at tree-level
and the loops coming from joining external fermions via an electroweak Yukawa interaction. This is
the Babu-Zee model. Note the arrows on the fermion lines denote the flow of left-handed chirality,
following the convention of BL.
The purpose of the diagram topology analysis presented in the next two sections is to
generalise this process to all operators in the list, allowing exotic vector-like Dirac fermions
and Majorana fermions as well as exotic scalars in the UV completions, and making sure that
all UV completions under these assumptions are determined. This last point ensures that
no models will be missed. The topological analysis identifies the ingredients necessary to
produce a loop-level neutrino self-energy graph; it does not ensure that the resulting model
works in detail, either phenomenologically or in terms of self-consistency. The successful
models will be a subset of the models implicitly defined through our diagrammatic analysis.
Let us summarise the class of models under consideration in this paper, which serves also
to define what we mean by “minimal”:
1. The gauge group is that of the SM, and the only imposed global symmetry is that of
baryon number.
2. There is a single Higgs doublet, though inert (zero VEV) scalar doublets may be
allowed in the UV completions.
3. The ∆L = 2 effective operators are constructed from the single Higgs doublet and
quark and lepton fields absent right-handed neutrinos.
4. The exotic particles that are to be integrated out to produce the effective operators are
scalars, vector-like Dirac fermions and Majorana fermions. We allow multiple families
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of such particles, if required.
5. As explained below, we restrict our analysis to 1- and 2-loop models for radiative
neutrino mass generation.
We note explicitly that any models containing extended gauge symmetries, and thus exotic
spin-1 particles, are classed as non-minimal. Also, as discussed earlier, we do not include
models based on effective operators containing SM gauge fields, which is not to say that
these theories are not interesting.
III. RADIATIVE-NEUTRINO-MASS LOOP DIAGRAMS
The first step in passing from effective operators to UV-complete models is to close off
the additional fermi fields that will not play the role of the two external neutrinos. There are
three ways this can be done: (a) formation of a propagator, (b) mass insertion via Yukawa
coupling to the Higgs field, and (c) closure via a W boson. Each will be discussed below.
To begin with if the operator contains both ψ and ψ, then these external fermions can be
connected and replaced by a propagator. Following the conventions in BL (reviewed in the
Appendix), all of our unbarred fermi fields are left-handed, whilst the barred ones are right-
handed. Accordingly the propagator will sit between a left and right projection operator,
meaning a term proportional to the internal loop momentum will appear in the numerator
of the amplitude; for example if the internal loop momentum is labelled p, a pµ appears. At
1-loop order such terms vanish by virtue of the integrand being an odd function, but this is
not true at higher orders. Consider the 2-loop case, where we label the internal momentum
in the second loop by q. As a contribution to neutrino mass must form a scalar, the pµ
must be contracted to give some function of p2 and p · q on the numerator (a coupling to
the external momentum will not contribute to a mass diagram). Although the p · q term is
odd in each momentum, it is impossible to separate them into two odd integrals due to a
denominator of the form (p+ q)2, and so the integrand will not be odd. This argument can
be generalised to diagrams containing additional loops and so we conclude that closing off
the loops in this manner will not give a vanishing contribution if we have at least two loops.
An example of an operator where this procedure can be utilised is O49 =
LiLjdcucd
c
ucHkH lǫikǫjl; specifically we can connect d
c to d
c
and similarly for u as depicted
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L L
dc u
c
dc uc
L L
dc u
c
dc uc
FIG. 2: Closing loops via the formation of a propagator for the example of O49.
L L
dc d
c
Q Q
L L
dc d
c
Q Q
HH
FIG. 3: Closing loops via a mass insertion for the example of O11b.
in Fig. 2. Note we have suppressed the two external Higgs lines from these diagrams – a
proper treatment of these is presented in subsequent sections.
Similarly if we have two fields that have an invariant coupling to the Higgs doublet,
then they can be closed off via this coupling when the Higgs line is replaced by its VEV
– effectively a mass insertion, as was done in the construction of the Babu-Zee model. A
further example is furnished by O11b = L
iLjQkdcQldcǫikǫjl as seen in Fig. 3.
Finally there are situations where the above two options will not be available, and where
closure can only be brought about by coupling to a W boson. A simple example of this is
O8 = L
iecucdcHjǫij . There are actually two challenges in closing off this operator, as not
only do the above procedures not assist in closing off the fermi fields, but also the operator
does not have two external neutrinos. Both of these deficiencies can be cured by inserting a
W boson and then using two mass insertions to satisfy chirality as in Fig. 4. Note that we
are here working in unitary gauge. For a general ’t Hooft gauge there will be an additional
diagram involving an unphysical charged Higgs.
If this final procedure is used on a six-fermion operator, then the model must contain at
least three loops. As seen in the subsequent two sections, it is always possible to UV complete
four- and six-fermion operators without introducing a loop in the completion. In light of this
10
L ec
dc uc
H
L
ec
uc
dc
H
H
H
W
du
e ν
H
FIG. 4: Closing loops via insertion of a W boson for the example of O8. Note that we are working
in unitary gauge, and that e and ν are part of the lepton doublet L, whilst u and d are similarly
from Q.
one can catalogue the minimum number of loops required to close various operators. One
consideration that must be accounted for before doing so, however, is the SU(2) structure
of the operators. For example, many operators contain the structure LiLjǫij = Lc
i
Ljǫij =
νce − ecν, where we have used the conventions from the Appendix.4 Accordingly such
operators do not contain two external neutrinos without the addition of an extra loop, much
like we saw for O8. Similarly Q
kHmǫkm = uLH
0−dLH
+, and so if this structure appears we
cannot couple the Q to a dc without introducing an additional loop. Accounting for these
limitations the following operators cannot be closed in less than three loops:
O11a, O12b, O14a, O15−20, O24, O26a, O28, O29b, O30a, O32,
O34−38, O43, O44c, O47f , O47h, O50, O52−60, O63a, O64b, O65,
O68a, O69b, O70, O73a, O74b and O75,
(3.1)
whilst of these the following require at least four loops:
O36−38, O53 and O59−60. (3.2)
As already mentioned, atmospheric and long baseline experiments are inconsistent with the
neutrino acquiring its mass at 4- or higher-loop order and so we can conclude that the
4 Note that this term is nonzero only when the two L fields are from different families.
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operators listed in Eq. 3.2 cannot be the origin of the physical neutrino masses. A 3-loop
origin for neutrino mass does not appear to be ruled out, and indeed such models have been
proposed; see for example [21] and the aforementioned [13]. The discussion in Sec. IVC
should provide ample guidance for constructing 3-loop models based on the BL operator
list; however, we choose to stop at two loops in the subsequent analysis, so we no longer
consider the operators in Eq. 3.1. Note that the list here is slightly different from that
appearing in GJ, however we suspect there may have been a small error in their original list
in that they assumed two loop integrals with an odd numerator vanish.
With the loops closed the remaining challenge is to UV complete the interiors. The
specifics of this are covered in the following two sections.
IV. FOUR-FERMION OPERATORS
In this section we catalogue the possible UV completions for the four-fermion operators
that appear in Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2. To structure the discussion we consider the 1- and 2-
loop cases separately and further demarcate the 1-loop case into completions involving only
scalars and those with both scalars and fermions. In the final subsection, we discuss the
possibility of adding in extra loops to the minimal structures. Recall we are working in
the minimal case of the SM gauge symmetry, so we do not consider the possibility of UV
completions containing new gauge bosons. It is also worth pointing out that a recurring
theme throughout this section and the next is that chirality prevents a number of operators
from having certain UV completions. This simply means it is impossible to order the fermion
fields in a way that avoids a vertex containing PLPR = 0. Using the convention outlined
in Sec. II, where the directions of the fermion lines denote the flow of left-handed chirality,
vertices allowed by chirality must have two fermion arrows pointing in or out if they involve
a scalar, or one in and one out if they involve a gauge boson. This is the real benefit of this
convention: it makes checking the chirality straightforward.
A. 1-loop completions
Not all of the four-fermion operators can arise from 1-loop models. Those that cannot
are O3a and O4b, due to their SU(2) structure, and O7 and O8, which can only be closed
12
L L
H
Qdc
L L
H
Qdc
H
L
dc
H
L
Q
H
FIG. 5: 1-loop completion of O3b using scalars only. The leftmost graph shows the effective operator
vertex; in the middle we have closed the loops as in Sec. III; and finally on the right we have UV
completed graph. Note that we have attached the Higgs field to the new scalar to avoid introducing
new fermions.
using two loops as in Fig. 4. In addition O4a and O6 require both scalars and fermions in
their completion to avoid chirality constraints.
1. Scalar-only completions
Given that we are not considering the possibility of new gauge bosons, a renormalisable
vertex with fermions must contain exactly two fermions and one scalar. Accordingly if we
insist on not introducing a loop into the completion, the only way to open up operators with
four fermi fields is to split them into pairs connected by a new heavy scalar. In addition,
for operators that contain a Higgs doublet, that field must be attached to this scalar line
and replaced by its VEV; if it were connected to one of the SM fermion fields, this would
necessarily introduce a new fermion or a SM fermion into the UV completion. We deal with
the former in the next section, but the latter is forbidden as it would mean we are no longer
dealing with the same effective operator. An example of how this procedure works is shown
for O3b = L
iLjQkdcH lǫikǫjl in Fig. 5.
The quantum numbers of the new scalars introduced in such models will be fixed – up to
a small ambiguity in the SU(3) and SU(2) values – by the identity of the two SM fermions
they connect to, from imposing gauge invariance at the vertices. Due to this, by considering
which fermion couplings are allowed by chirality, it is actually possible to enumerate all the
scalars such models can introduce. This is done in Table I. In this table we have included all
the scalars that can arise in the UV completion of four-fermion operators up to two loops,
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not just those that arise in the simple scalar 1-loop case. The only exception to this is that
in the dimension 9 four-fermion operators, there will be new scalars that emerge from the
coupling of a Higgs field to one of the scalars listed in the table. These new fields are trivially
related to those listed, so we do not list them separately.
TABLE I: New scalars that can be introduced when UV completing four-fermion operators. Note
that redundant hermitian conjugates have been suppressed.
Vertex UV Scalar Comment
LcLφ φ ∼ (1, 1(3), 2) The singlet appears in the Babu-Zee and Zee models,
whilst the triplet is in the type II see-saw
LcQφ φ ∼ (3¯, 1(3), 2/3) -
Quφ φ ∼ (1(8), 2,−1) Singlet transforms as the SM field H
Qeφ φ ∼ (3, 2, 7/3) -
dLφ φ ∼ (3, 2, 1/3) Present in the first Babu-Julio model
dQφ φ ∼ (1(8), 2,−1) Singlet transforms as the SM field H
uLφ φ ∼ (3, 2, 7/3) -
eLφ φ ∼ (1, 2,−1) Transforms as the SM field H
ecuφ φ ∼ (3¯, 1, 2/3) -
As a final comment, if the operator only contains two L fields, then the LcLφ coupling
is unfavourable. If LcL couples to form a singlet, then there will only be a single external
neutrino and the diagram will not generate a neutrino mass. The alternative is to couple
them to form a triplet, which according to Table I, implies the model will introduce the same
scalar as operates to give the Type II see-saw mechanism. This field will induce a tree-level
neutrino mass, that would be expected to dominate over the 1-loop contribution, unless this
lower order diagram is forbidden by a new symmetry. In the spirit of minimality we will
not be considering introducing new symmetries here, but for a comprehensive discussion on
how they can be used to forbid lower order diagrams see Ref. [22].
2. Scalar-plus-fermion completions
Without introducing a new loop into the completion, the only way to allow new fermions
into the graph is to couple the Higgs field to one of the SM fermions. Using this procedure
we can now close O4a and O6 = L
iLjQku
cH lHkH iǫjl. We show an example of completing
the latter in Fig. 6.
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FIG. 6: 1-loop completion of O6 using scalars and fermions. On the left we have the effective
operator; in the middle we have closed the loops; and on the right we have UV completed the
central vertex.
In Table II we list all possible new fermions as we did for scalars. Again we list all the
fermions that can arise from the UV completion of four-fermion operators and we do not
consider the extra possibilities from coupling a Higgs field to one of these new fermions.
TABLE II: New fermions that can be introduced in the UV completion. Again we have suppressed
the hermitian conjugate cases.
Vertex UV Fermion Comment
fLH fR ∼ (1, 1(3), 0) The singlet and triplet appear in the Type I and III
see-saws respectively
fLH fR ∼ (1, 1(3),−2) The singlet transforms as the SM field eR
fQH fR ∼ (3, 1(3), 4/3) The singlet transforms as the SM field uR
fQH fR ∼ (3, 1(3),−2/3) The singlet transforms as the SM field dR
efH fL ∼ (1, 2,−3) -
efH fL ∼ (1, 2,−1) Transforms as the SM field LL
ufH fL ∼ (3, 2, 1/3) Transforms as the SM field QL
ufH fL ∼ (3, 2, 7/3) -
dfH fL ∼ (3, 2,−5/3) -
dfH fL ∼ (3, 2, 1/3) Transforms as the SM field QL
We have already noted that we will only be considering adding vector-like Dirac fermions
or Majorana fermions to the UV completion. This is for the pragmatic reason that their
masses can then be decoupled from the electroweak scale and thereby avoid any tension
from their experimental non-observation. Nonetheless in several cases chirality mandates
that vector-like fermions be used. This is the case if we want a 1-loop model with a new
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FIG. 7: Closure of O8 (left) and its UV completion (right).
fermion from O3b and O4a. These operators only have a single Higgs field that can be
used to create a new fermion, however once this is inserted chirality forces the diagram to
vanish. A solution would appear to be making the new fermion a Majorana particle, as
then a Majorana mass term can be introduced to give a further chirality flip. Looking at
Table II, the only possibility is fR ∼ (1, 1(3), 0) as a Majorana fermion must have vanishing
hypercharge. Yet these are exactly the fermions that appear in the Type I and III see-
saw mechanisms, so the putative 1-loop models would actually induce a dominant tree-level
contribution, thus defeating the purpose of the model. As such, the only possibility is to
make the new fermion vector-like, as then the required chirality flip can be furnished by the
mass term mffLfR or its conjugate.
B. 2-loop completions
As mentioned, O3a, O4b, O7 and O8 can only be closed in two loops. We have already
outlined how to close the loops for O8 in Fig. 4. From here the UV completion is straight-
forward and there is a single possibility as shown in Fig. 7 – the other possible option of
placing a scalar between Lec and ucdc vanishes as both vertices are forbidden by chirality.
The Higgs field has been arbitrarily attached to the new scalar line; its placement on a
fermion line dictates the new fermion is vector-like according to the above discussion. The
completions of O3a, O4b and O7 are analogous.
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FIG. 8: 1- and 2-loop graphs from O3b.
C. Additional Loops
So far we have focussed on models with the fewest possible loops that can be derived from
four-fermion operators. In general it is possible to add extra loops to these structures. A
simple possibility is to add loops into the UV completion. We show an example of how this
can be done for O3b in Fig. 8, where all new fields have been labelled distinctly. Note that
this is just one of a number of different ways a loop can be added into the UV completion.
With the Higgs fields positioned as shown in the diagram, φ2 appears in the 1-loop but
not the 2-loop case. For this reason the 2-loop diagram will not induce the 1-loop diagram,
making it a potentially interesting model. However, one can show that the quantum numbers
for the new fields in the 2-loop diagram are not fixed uniquely: there are an infinite number
of forms the new particles can take. This is a generic feature of adding additional loops to
the UV completion. So, whilst it is always possible to add additional loops in this way to
the four- and six-fermion models we describe, we will not be considering these somewhat
ill-defined models in any more detail in this paper.
The alternative is to add external loops to the existing structure. If this is done using
SM fields, then the lower order structure will always be present. Thus these diagrams are
irrelevant from the perspective of neutrino mass. Nevertheless in the case of a four-fermion
operator where the loops are closed through a mass insertion via Yukawa coupling to the
Higgs field, there is a non-degenerate way to add an external loop. Firstly if we have a ψ and
χ that have an invariant coupling ψχH or ψχH , then we can introduce an inert (i.e. zero
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FIG. 9: Adding an external loop to create a 2-loop model from four-fermion operators. There is
no unique position for φ2 to connect.
VEV) Higgs-like scalar φ1 to replace the H in these couplings.
5 Next, note that ensuring φ1
does not acquire a VEV is not sufficient to prevent a 1-loop coupling. This is because if we
simply close off the φ1 loop by connecting it somewhere else on the diagram, then at both
points where φ1 connects there will also be an allowed coupling to the Higgs field, which
can be replaced by a Higgs VEV. Thus this closure alone will always induce a dominant 1-
loop contribution. Nevertheless if we introduce an additional new scalar through the cubic
scalar interaction φ1φ2H or φ1φ2H , then connecting φ2 back into the diagram will create an
irreducible 2-loop graph. The exact position where φ2 attaches is not fixed; it can either be
to the existing new scalar line or to a SM fermion. The latter option will introduce a new
UV fermion and requires careful consideration of the chirality. Depending on where φ2 is
attached, there can arise new fields to those listed in the tables above. Nonetheless these
will be obviously related to those we have introduced, so we have not reproduced them here.
The general setup is shown in Fig. 9, and a specific example that arises in the discussion of
Sec. VII is shown on the right of Fig. 15.
5 To prevent φ1 obtaining an induced VEV, terms such as H¯φ1 must be forbidden. If φ1 couples to Qu,
Qd or their conjugates, this can be ensured by choosing φ1 to transform as an octet under SU(3). If
φ1 couples to Le or its conjugate, then an induced VEV can only be forbidden by an imposed discrete
symmetry.
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V. SIX-FERMION OPERATORS
The vast majority of neutrino mass effective operators contain six fermi fields, and as
seen in Sec. III, UV-complete models associated with these feature a minimum of two loops
for the neutrino self-energy graph. These operators are listed in Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4. Again it
is possible to UV complete these operators using only scalars, or with both fermions and
scalars, and we discuss these cases separately below.
A. Scalar-only completions
If we insist on introducing only new scalars, then the only possible UV completion is to
split up the six fermions into pairs connected by these scalars. Exactly this setup is shown
on the left of Fig. 10, where we have labelled each of the fermions to aid the discussion. The
position of the two L fields is mandated by our earlier comment: if they appear at the same
vertex we will only have one external neutrino or an induced tree-level contribution from
the Type II see-saw mechanism. Although we have already discussed how to close off extra
fermion lines in Sec. III, the issue here is whether we do so by connecting 1) a to b and c
to d, or 2) a to d and b to c (the remaining permutation is topologically equivalent to the
first). There is nothing wrong with the first of these and we have displayed this on the right
of Fig. 10 using an obvious shorthand for the closure. The second option, however, is not
allowed. In such a diagram there will be a fermion loop connected to the rest of the diagram
only by a single scalar line. The diagram is not 1-particle irreducible, in other words, and
furthermore the 1-loop subgraphs are divergent. Such diagrams are obviously irrelevant in
the study of radiative neutrino mass models.
The basic scalar completion of six-fermion operators allows additional new scalars that
were not available in the four-fermion case. These are listed in Table III.
Lastly we consider the possible placement of the two Higgs fields that appear in the
11D effective operators. Insisting on introducing only scalars into the UV completion, it
is apparent that the two Higgs or the Higgs anti-Higgs fields must be attached to the new
scalars and then replaced by their VEVs. Despite this there are still eight topologically
distinct placements, six of which we show in Fig. 11. The two cases suppressed are when the
Higgs fields are at the same location on the scalar line, which is similar to the two leftmost
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FIG. 10: Scalar UV completion of six-fermion operators (left) and their unique loop closure (right).
The closures on the right are a shorthand for the three options from Sec. III. Note that closure via
a W boson insertion would introduce an additional external loop not shown.
TABLE III: Additional new scalars allowed for six-fermion models.
Vertex UV Scalar Comment
QcQφ φ ∼ (3(6¯), 1(3),−2/3) -
eceφ φ ∼ (1, 1, 4) Present in the Babu-Zee model
dcdφ φ ∼ (3(6¯), 1, 4/3) -
ucuφ φ ∼ (3(6¯), 1,−8/3) -
ecdφ φ ∼ (3¯, 1, 8/3) -
ucdφ φ ∼ (3(6¯), 1,−2/3) -
diagrams in the figure. Interestingly this case is always present when we attach the Higgs
fields on the same scalar line, even if not at the same point. To see this say we have the
couplings φ1φ2H and φ3φ2H , where φ denotes a new heavy scalar. Then by gauge invariance,
as φ1H must transform as φ2, this setup will always imply an invariant coupling φ1φ3HH -
the case where the two Higgs fields are at the same point. An identical argument would hold
if we have a pair of Higgs and anti-Higgs fields, but note we cannot run the argument in
reverse as φ2 might not exist elsewhere in the model. In terms of the impact these setups will
have on the amplitude calculated from these diagrams, if a Higgs field is placed exactly at the
vertex of the three scalars, then this will simply change the dimensionless quartic coupling
constant λ to the mass-dimension-one cubic coupling λv. Alternatively if the Higgs fields
are attached directly on the scalar propagators, then expanding around their VEVs leads to
a mixing between the scalars on the line. In this case the scalars can be replaced by their
mass eigenstates with a mixing matrix appearing in their interactions. The technical details
of this replacement have been calculated in [19].
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FIG. 11: Allowable ways to attach Higgs fields onto the six-fermion scalar only UV completion.
Note there is a variation of the two leftmost graphs not shown, which is where the two Higgs or
Higgs anti-Higgs fields are placed at the same position.
B. Scalar-plus-fermion completions
There are two ways to add fermions into the UV completion of six-fermion operators:
take the scalar UV completion and attach a Higgs field to a SM fermion, or use a UV
completion that introduces fermions in a topologically-different way. We will discuss these
cases separately. Before doing so, however, there are two recurring points in the subsequent
analysis that are worth emphasising at the outset. First, whilst there is a large class of
possible models once fermions are included in the UV completion, these are not all allowable
for 9D operators, whilst they are for their 11D counterparts. Second, the class of models
is large enough that it would be impractical to list all the new fermions introduced; it is
possible to get a fermion with almost any combination of the following quantum numbers:
SU(3) ∈ {1, 3, 3¯, 6, 6¯, 8}, SU(2) ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and Y ∈ {−18/3,−17/3, ..., 18/3}.
1. Adding fermions to the scalar UV completion
The idea here is to take the scalar UV completion structure discussed above and intro-
duce fermions by attaching Higgs fields to the SM fermions, thereby introducing new heavy
fermions. The process is analogous to how we introduced fermions in the four fermi operator
case. Clearly this process is dependent on the effective operator containing Higgs fields and
thus is only relevant for 11D operators.
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Next observe that all effective operators contain an even number of left- and right-handed
operators and that the operators are structured such that closing the loops as described in
Sec. III can only bring about an even number of chirality flips. In addition the scalar
UV completion requires the coupling of three pairs of like-chirality fermions to ensure the
diagram does not vanish. As such introducing new fermions and thus chirality flips can
only be done if the number of flips introduced is even. This can be done by attaching two
Higgs fields to the SM fermion lines, or alternatively using one Higgs field in conjunction
with a new vector-like fermion, as we get an extra chirality flip from the mass term. In the
latter case the remaining Higgs field can be attached to one of the scalar lines. Bearing such
considerations in mind, it is then simple enough to write down all allowed positions of the
Higgs fields in the spirit of the examples shown in Fig. 11 for the scalar only case. Although
there can be a large number of them for a given operator, writing these down systematically
is trivial and so we have not presented them here.
As already mentioned, our analysis is only for the generation of neutrino mass diagrams,
and whether these diagrams are associated with a viable model is a separate question we
are not considering in detail. Nevertheless we will here give a flavour of what can go wrong,
as we will need to make use of this result in the following section. Consider introducing
a new vector-like fermion that couples to both L and Lc and a new heavy scalar at each
vertex, say φ1 and φ2 respectively. Then these two vertices ensure an additional coupling
will be gauge invariant – φ1φ2HH – and this is enough to induce the 1-loop diagram seen
on the left of Fig. 12. This diagram originates from O1 and will dominate over any 2-loop
graph, meaning the original combination should be avoided in order to generate valid 2-loop
models. As a special case, if the fermion is a Majorana particle, then simply the coupling
to L and a new scalar φ is sufficient to generate the diagram on the right of Fig. 12, which
can again be integrated back to O1. In general 1-loop contributions can arise in a number
of other ways, and this is a necessary consistency check for models.
2. Central fermion in the UV completion
Without considering loops in the UV completion, including fermions allows a single ad-
ditional UV completion to that seen in Fig. 10. This structure, which involves a new heavy
central fermion, is displayed in Fig. 13. At this stage we have not shown the placement
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FIG. 12: Induced 1-loop graph in the vector-like (left) and Majorana (right) fermion case. Both
of these can be integrated back to O1.
f
FIG. 13: Central fermion UV completion of six-fermion operators.
of LL explicitly, as there are four allowable placements that avoid two L fields coupling at
the same vertex. Three of these four have a unique loop closure, whilst the fourth has two
possibilities. All of these are depicted in Fig. 14.
Although this is a large number of possible new diagrams, not all can be constructed
from 9D operators. In order to see this observe that as written all the diagrams in Fig. 14
are forbidden by chirality. Accordingly to avoid the fatal PLPR coupling we must introduce
an additional chirality flip. As 9D operators contain no Higgs fields, the only possibility is
for the new heavy central fermion in the UV completion to be a vector-like fermion, as its
mass insertion can provide the required chirality flip. Nevertheless in the case of diagram
A, it will be coupled to an L and Lc field, as well as two new scalars. This is sufficient to
generate the 1-loop on the left of Fig. 12, which will clearly make the 2-loop contribution
redundant. Furthermore if the central fermion is a Majorana particle, then the graph on the
right of Fig. 12 will be induced for diagram A, B or C. Thus we conclude the 9D operators
can only make use of the central fermion UV completion in the case of diagram B, C or D
if the fermion is vector-like, and only D if it is a Majorana particle.
As attaching a Higgs field to a fermion line will introduce an additional new UV fermion
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FIG. 14: Central Fermion UV completions. The same loop closure shorthand as Fig. 10 is employed.
and chirality flip, this restriction does not apply to 11D models. Indeed given the numerous
ways Higgs fields can be validly attached into the different diagrams in Fig. 14, the space of
allowable diagrams for 11D operators appears to be far larger than for their lower dimensional
counterparts.
VI. A RECIPE FOR MODEL BUILDING
In the spirit of the presentation of the operator analysis in GJ, we have collected our
final results in Table IV. We only list those operators that can be closed in two loops or
less. Between this table and the various figures referred to, one should easily be able to
construct all 1- and 2-loop models from a given operator. In the table, as well as listing
the appropriate loop closure technique and available topologies, we have also reproduced
the inferred upper bound on the scale of new physics Λν . These values were derived in GJ
by equating an approximate form of the neutrino mass expression to the atmospheric limit
of 0.05 eV, and then extracting Λν under the assumption that all of the new dimensionless
coupling constants were of order one. Because of this last assumption, the derived Λν is
an approximate upper limit on the scale of new physics allowable in these operators. The
scale will be lower, and can be brought into the LHC regime, by having coupling constants
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that are smaller than one.6 We have also updated Λν values where the number of loops
the operator can be closed in has been altered, as discussed in Sec. III. Finally we have not
included details of where Higgs fields, if present, can be located. There are several comments
on this in the above sections, but in general the placement of a Higgs field is only weakly
constrained – there will be a number of allowable placements. As such models involving
Higgs fields will in general give rise to significantly more diagrams than those without them.
TABLE IV: A recipe for going from effective operators to models. For each operator closable in
two loops or less, we list the key details required for model building. We list the inferred upper
bound on the scale of new physics Λν from Ref. [12], followed by the technique required to close
off the loops: a, b or c as described in Sec. III and displayed in example form in Figs. 2, 3 and
4, respectively. Finally we list the 1- and 2-loop topologies available for the UV completion, with
reference to the figures from the above analysis.
O Λν (TeV) Loop Closure 1-loop Topologies 2-loop Topologies
Four-fermion Operators
2 4×107 b Fig. 5 Fig. 9
3a 2×105 c - Fig. 7
3b 1×108 b Fig. 5 Fig. 9
4a 4×109 b Fig. 6 Fig. 9
4b 6×106 c - Fig. 7
5 6×105 b Fig. 5 Fig. 9
6 2×107 b Fig. 6 Fig. 9
7 4×102 c - Fig. 7
8 6×103 c - Fig. 7
61 2×105 b Fig. 5 Fig. 9
66 6×105 b Fig. 5 Fig. 9
71 2×107 b Fig. 5 Fig. 9
6 We note remarks already made in Sec. I, that many such coupling constants will have to be less than one.
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O Λν (TeV) Loop Closure 1-loop Topologies 2-loop Topologies
9D Six-fermion Operators
9 3×103 b - Fig. 10 and 14 B-D
10 6×103 b - Fig. 10 and 14 B-D
11b 2×104 b - Fig. 10 and 14 B-D
12a 2×107 b - Fig. 10 and 14 B-D
13 2×105 b - Fig. 10 and 14 B-D
14b 6×105 b - Fig. 10 and 14 B-D
11D Six-fermion Operators
21a-b 2×103 b - Fig. 10 and 14
22 6×106 a - Fig. 10 and 14
23 40 b - Fig. 10 and 14
25 4×103 b - Fig. 10 and 14
26b 40 b - Fig. 10 and 14
27a-b 6×106 a - Fig. 10 and 14
29a 2×105 b - Fig. 10 and 14
30b 2×103 b - Fig. 10 and 14
31a-b 4×103 b - Fig. 10 and 14
33 6×106 a - Fig. 10 and 14
39a-d 6×106 a - Fig. 10 and 14
40a-j 6×106 a - Fig. 10 and 14
41a-b 6×106 a - Fig. 10 and 14
42a-b 6×106 a - Fig. 10 and 14
44a-b 6×106 a - Fig. 10 and 14
44d 6×106 a - Fig. 10 and 14
45 6×106 a - Fig. 10 and 14
46 6×106 a - Fig. 10 and 14
47a-e 6×106 a - Fig. 10 and 14
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O Λν (TeV) Loop Closure 1-loop Topologies 2-loop Topologies
47g-j 6×106 a - Fig. 10 and 14
48 6×106 a - Fig. 10 and 14
49 6×106 a - Fig. 10 and 14
51 6×106 a - Fig. 10 and 14
62 20 b - Fig. 10 and 14
63b 40 b - Fig. 10 and 14
64a 2×103 b - Fig. 10 and 14
67 40 b - Fig. 10 and 14
68b 1×102 b - Fig. 10 and 14
69a 4×103 b - Fig. 10 and 14
72 2×103 b - Fig. 10 and 14
73b 4×103 b - Fig. 10 and 14
74a 2×105 b - Fig. 10 and 14
VII. ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have outlined how to construct all minimal neutrino mass diagrams from four and six
fermi operators in the list of Babu and Leung [11]. After choosing an operator, one simply
has to close the loops as in Sec. III and UV complete the vertex as outlined in Secs. IV and V,
and all these results have been collected in Sec. VI. It is hoped this addition to the growing
literature on a systematic bottom-up approach to the problem of neutrino mass will help
provide a clearer path through the allowable model space.7 In addition, the combination of
our recipe for constructing neutrino mass diagrams and the work of Ref. [12] on the testable
scale of various operators, should allow for the construction of models with interesting LHC
phenomenology.
Our analysis reveals that 11D operators in general give rise to the largest number of
7 A precise statement of the scope of our analysis is presented at the end of Sec. II.
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FIG. 15: Diagram generated from O68b using diagram B (left) and a second 2-loop diagram the
full model allows, which can be integrated back to O3 (right).
graphs, which naively suggests these operators might be associated with a substantial model
space, which is so far unexplored. This is an interesting space given that if one were able to
rule out 11D operators as the origin of neutrino mass, the list of effective operators would
be reduced from 75 to 23, of which only 17 can be closed in 2-loops or less. In such an event
it may actually be tractable to write down every possible minimal neutrino mass model and
test them individually.
In general it appears to be difficult to write down a complete model that originates purely
from an 11D operator. For example consider O68b = L
iLjQkdcH lQrdcHrǫikǫjl. On the left of
Fig. 15 we show a graph derived from this operator using diagram B from Fig. 14. From this
graph one can derive the transformation properties of the five new fields and then write down
the most general Lagrangian allowed by gauge invariance; any ambiguities in the quantum
numbers of the new fields are resolved so as to minimise the number of new terms in the
Lagrangian. In this specific example it turns out the Lagrangian allows a second diagram
that generates neutrino mass, which we have depicted on the right of Fig. 15. The second
graph can be integrated back to the 7D operator O3 (to see this note that we treat QdH
as a massive down type quark propagator when evaluating the amplitude, so this can be
integrated back to dc). In fact one can calculate that the O3 diagram will dominate the
induced neutrino mass over essentially the entire parameter space of the model, making the
11D aspects of this model negligible.
One might suspect that the problem with the above is that O68b is a product opera-
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tor, specifically O68b = (O3b)
(
QrdcHr
)
and this problem has arisen as we have not used
non-trivial Lorentz contractions to prevent inducing O3, as suggested in Ref. [11]. In fact
non-trivial Lorentz contractions are not possible for this operator, however the objection
remains. Nevertheless we found this process repeated itself for several other 11D operators,
including those that were not product operators. For example a model constructed from
O31a using diagram C from Fig. 14 induced graphs that integrated back to O4. The problem
may be that these operators are often similar to lower dimensional counterparts, but with
additional structure. In such situations at least some of the new particles introduced in
the UV completion will have appeared in graphs from lower dimensional operators, and it
appears these are often enough to generate the diagrams associated with them. Of course
this hardly amounts to a proof that 11D operators are ignorable from the perspective of
neutrino mass, which remains an open and interesting question.
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Appendix: List of effective operators
The list of effective operators up to mass dimension 11 is reproduced here for the conve-
nience of the reader. All of the fermi fields are left-handed, with L and Q being the lepton
and quark doublets, respectively, and ec, uc and dc being the isosinglet charged antilepton,
up antiquark and down antiquark, respectively. The scalar H is the Higgs doublet, with the
convention that its hypercharge is opposite that of L; H is then the conjugate. Lower case
letters from the middle of the Roman alphabet are weak isospin indices. Colour indices are
not indicated. The compact notation leaves the Lorentz structure to be inferred. Thus
O2 ≡ LLLe
cH = (LL)cLL(LL)c(eR)
cH = (LL)cLLeRLLH, (A.1)
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and so on. An overbar on a fermi field when the compact notation is being used means a
right-handed field, for example Q = (QL)
c. Thus
O4 ≡ LLQu
cH = (LL)cLL((QL)c)c((uR)
c)cH = (LL)cLLQLuRH. (A.2)
Note that vector, axial-vector and tensor Lorentz contractions are not relevant for the present
analysis.
Here is the list:
O2 = L
iLjLkecH lǫijǫkl
O3 = {L
iLjQkdcH lǫijǫkl, L
iLjQkdcH lǫikǫjl}
O4 = {L
iLjQiu
cHkǫjk, L
iLjQku
cHkǫij}
O5 = L
iLjQkdcH lHmH iǫjlǫkm
O6 = L
iLjQku
cH lHkH iǫjl
O7 = L
iQjecQkH
kH lHmǫilǫjm
O8 = L
iecucdcHjǫij
O9 = L
iLjLkecLlecǫijǫkl
O10 = L
iLjLkecQldcǫijǫkl
O11 = {L
iLjQkdcQldcǫijǫkl, L
iLjQkdcQldcǫikǫjl}
O12 = {L
iLjQiu
cQju
c, LiLjQku
cQlu
cǫijǫ
kl}
O13 = L
iLjQiu
cLlecǫjl
O14 = {L
iLjQku
cQkdcǫij , L
iLjQiu
cQldcǫjl}
O15 = L
iLjLkdcLiu
cǫjk
O16 = L
iLjecdcecucǫij
O17 = L
iLjdcdcd
c
ucǫij
O18 = L
iLjdcucucucǫij
O19 = L
iQjdcdcecucǫij
O20 = L
idcQiu
cecuc
O23 = L
iLjLkecQkd
c
H lHmǫilǫjm
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O24 = {L
iLjQkdcQldcHmH iǫjkǫlm, L
iLjQkdcQldcHmH iǫjmǫkl}
O25 = L
iLjQkdcQlucHmHnǫimǫjnǫkl
O26 = {L
iLjQkdcLie
cH lHmǫjlǫkm, L
iLjQkdcLke
cH lHmǫilǫjm}
O27 = {L
iLjQkdcQid
c
H lHmǫjlǫkm, L
iLjQkdcQkd
c
H lHmǫilǫjm}
O28 = {L
iLjQkdcQju
cH lH iǫkl, L
iLjQkdcQku
cH lH iǫjl,
LiLjQkdcQlu
cH lH iǫjk}
O29 = {L
iLjQkucQku
cH lHmǫilǫjm, L
iLjQkucQlu
cH lHmǫikǫjm}
O30 = {L
iLjLie
cQku
cHkH lǫjl, L
iLjLme
cQnu
cHkH lǫikǫjlǫ
mn}
O31 = {L
iLjQid
c
Qku
cHkH lǫjl, L
iLjQmd
c
Qnu
cHkH lǫikǫjlǫ
mn}
O32 = {L
iLjQju
cQku
cHkH i, L
iLjQmu
cQnu
cHkH iǫjkǫ
mn}
O33 = e
cecLiLjececHkH lǫikǫjl
O34 = e
cecLiQjecdcHkH lǫikǫjl
O35 = e
cecLiecQju
cHjHkǫik
O36 = e
cecQidcQjdcHkH lǫikǫjl
O37 = e
cecQidcQju
cHjHkǫik
O38 = e
cecQiu
cQju
cH iHj
O39 = {L
iLjLkLlLiLjH
mHnǫjmǫkl, L
iLjLkLlLmLnH
mHnǫijǫkl,
LiLjLkLlLiLmH
mHnǫjkǫln, L
iLjLkLlLpLqH
mHnǫijǫkmǫlnǫ
pq}
O40 = {L
iLjLkQlLiQjH
mHnǫkmǫln, L
iLjLkQlLiQlH
mHnǫjmǫkn,
LiLjLkQlLlQiH
mHnǫjmǫkn, L
iLjLkQlLiQmH
mHnǫjkǫln,
LiLjLkQlLiQmH
mHnǫjlǫkn, L
iLjLkQlLmQiH
mHnǫjkǫln,
LiLjLkQlLmQiH
mHnǫjlǫkn, L
iLjLkQlLmQnH
mHnǫijǫkl,
LiLjLkQlLmQnH
pHqǫipǫjqǫklǫ
mn, LiLjLkQlLmQnH
pHqǫipǫlqǫjkǫ
mn}
O41 = {L
iLjLkdcLid
c
H lHmǫjlǫkm, L
iLjLkdcLld
c
H lHmǫijǫkm}
O42 = {L
iLjLkucLiu
cH lHmǫjlǫkm, L
iLjLkucLlu
cH lHmǫijǫkm}
O43 = {L
iLjLkdcLlu
cH lH iǫjk, L
iLjLkdcLju
cH lH iǫkl,
LiLjLkdcLlu
cHmHnǫijǫkmǫ
ln}
O44 = {L
iLjQkecQie
cH lHmǫjlǫkm, L
iLjQkecQke
cH lHmǫilǫjm,
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LiLjQkecQle
cH lHmǫijǫkm, L
iLjQkecQle
cH lHmǫikǫjm}
O45 = L
iLjecdcecd
c
HkH lǫikǫjl
O46 = L
iLjecucecucHkH lǫikǫjl
O47 = {L
iLjQkQlQiQjH
mHnǫkmǫln, L
iLjQkQlQiQkH
mHnǫjmǫln,
LiLjQkQlQkQlH
mHnǫimǫjn, L
iLjQkQlQiQmH
mHnǫjkǫln,
LiLjQkQlQiQmH
mHnǫjnǫkl, L
iLjQkQlQkQmH
mHnǫijǫln,
LiLjQkQlQkQmH
mHnǫilǫjn, L
iLjQkQlQpQqH
mHnǫijǫkmǫlnǫ
pq
LiLjQkQlQpQqH
mHnǫikǫjmǫlnǫ
pq, LiLjQkQlQpQqH
mHnǫimǫjnǫklǫ
pq}
O48 = L
iLjdcdcd
c
d
c
HkH lǫikǫjl
O49 = L
iLjdcucd
c
ucHkH lǫikǫjl
O50 = L
iLjdcdcd
c
ucHkH iǫjk
O51 = L
iLjucucucucHkH lǫikǫjl
O52 = L
iLjdcucucucHkH iǫjk
O53 = L
iLjdcdcucucH iHj
O54 = {L
iQjQkdcQie
cH lHmǫjlǫkm, L
iQjQkdcQje
cH lHmǫilǫkm,
LiQjQkdcQle
cH lHmǫimǫjk, L
iQjQkdcQle
cH lHmǫijǫkm}
O55 = {L
iQjQiQke
cucHkH lǫjl, L
iQjQjQke
cucHkH lǫil,
LiQjQmQne
cucHkH lǫikǫjlǫ
mn}
O56 = L
iQjdcdcecd
c
HkH lǫikǫjl
O57 = L
idcQju
cecd
c
HjHkǫik
O58 = L
iucQju
cecucHjHkǫik
O59 = L
iQjdcdcecucHkH iǫjk
O60 = L
idcQju
cecucHjH i
O61 = L
iLjHkH lLrecHrǫikǫjl
O62 = L
iLjLkecH lLrecHrǫijǫkl
O63 = {L
iLjQkdcH lLrecHrǫijǫkl, L
iLjQkdcH lLrecHrǫikǫjl}
O64 = {L
iLjQiu
cHkLrecHrǫjk, L
iLjQku
cHkLrecHrǫij}
O65 = L
iecucdcHjLrecHrǫij
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O66 = L
iLjHkH lǫikQ
rdcHrǫjl
O67 = L
iLjLkecH lQrdcHrǫijǫkl
O68 = {L
iLjQkdcH lQrdcHrǫijǫkl, L
iLjQkdcH lQrdcHrǫikǫjl}
O69 = {L
iLjQiu
cHkQrdcHrǫjk, L
iLjQku
cHkQrdcHrǫij}
O70 = L
iecucdcHjQrdcHrǫij
O71 = L
iLjHkH lQrucHsǫrsǫijǫjl
O72 = L
iLjLkecH lQrucHsǫrsǫijǫkl
O73 = {L
iLjQkdcH lQrucHsǫrsǫijǫkl, L
iLjQkdcH lQrucHsǫrsǫikǫjl}
O74 = {L
iLjQiu
cHkQrucHsǫrsǫjk, L
iLjQku
cHkQrucHsǫrsǫij}
O75 = L
iecucdcHjQrucHsǫrsǫij
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